Springfield, Illinois – The Illinois Department of Professional Regulation announced the following disciplinary actions taken by the Department during the month of July 2002.

**ACCOUNTANT**


**ARCHITECTS, LAND SURVEYORS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS**

Johnny Henley, Brookport – land surveyor license (035-003254) placed on probation for three months and fined $1,000 for allegedly failing to maintain sufficient field notes for a survey he performed and the lot line he set between two properties, and allegedly accepting found corners along a fence line of the properties set by a non-licensed individual.

Ronald N. LaPage, Wheaton – architect license (001-009836) suspended for three months followed by probation for three years and fined $2,000 for practicing on a revoked license.

Vasconcelles Engineering Corporation, Springfield – professional design firm license (184-002107) ordered to pay a civil penalty of $5,000 for holding itself out as an entity that performs architectural and land surveying work without being properly licensed.
ATHLETIC TRAINING

The following individuals’ athletic trainer licenses were issued with reprimand and fined $100 for practicing as athletic trainers without licenses:

Cara J. Champion, Fairbury .................................................................096-001668
Christopher Lee Hanks, Round Lake Beach........................................096-001666

BARBER, COSMETOLOGY, ESTHETICS AND NAIL TECHNOLOGY

Kadiaton T. Bah, Chicago – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a barber or cosmetologist.

Janet Calvetti, Pekin – cosmetologist license (011-090941) reprimanded and fined $100 for practicing as a cosmetologist on an expired license for six months.

Deborah K. Dreyer, Grayslake – cosmetologist license (011-204704) reprimanded and fined $300 for allowing the unlicensed practice of cosmetology at her salon.

Empress Nails, Naperville – salon license (189-006005) reprimanded and fined $500 for allowing four unlicensed individuals to practice as nail technicians.

Bonnie Fife, Canton – cosmetologist license (011-260630) issued and placed on probation for one year due to criminal conviction history.

Larry Harrison, Champaign – cosmetologist license (011-193980) restored and placed on probation for two years.

Steven Le, O’Fallon – nail technician license (169-008997) revoked for engaging in inappropriate physical contact with clients while he was the owner of Majestic Nail Salon, and after pleading guilty to four counts of battery.

Nhi T. Nguyen, Alton – cosmetologist license (011-239709) reprimanded and fined $300 for allowing three unlicensed individuals to practice as nail technicians at his salon, Top Nails.

Robert F. Parrish, Chicago – cosmetologist license (011-159327) suspended for 30 days and fined $850 for practicing as a cosmetologist on an expired license for seven years.

Top Nails, Chicago, and Dang V. Hien, Chicago – Top Nails’ salon license (189-002647) reprimanded, and Hien’s nail technician license (169-015355) reprimanded and fined $550 after Hien, who owned Top Nails at the time, provided nail technology services to clients prior to obtaining a nail technician license.

Angelina Torres, Chicago – cosmetologist license (011-210773) reprimanded and fined $175 for practicing as a cosmetologist on an expired license for six months.

-more-
Frank C. Van, Des Plaines – nail technician license (169-000721) revoked for engaging in inappropriate physical contact with clients while he was the owner of Cary Nails, and after pleading guilty to one count of battery.

Hao Thi Vo, Collinsville, and Magic Nails, Collinsville – Vo’s nail technician license (169-009265) and Magic Nails’ salon license (189-005340) each reprimanded and fined $250 for allowing three unlicensed individuals to practice as nail technicians.

The following individuals’ cosmetologist licenses were placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

Lorna D. Elliott, Glendale Heights .......................................................011-233752
Felecia G. Jackson, Maywood ..............................................................011-233407
Tracey Y. Page, Calumet City ..............................................................011-253423

The following individuals’ cosmetologist licenses were suspended for 30 days and fined $1,000 for practicing as cosmetologists on expired licenses for more than ten years:

Danny Conner, Kewanee ......................................................................011-114031
Edward Davis, Chicago ......................................................................011-178473

The following individuals’ nail technician licenses were placed in refuse to renew status after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

Talisha S. Alston, Chicago .................................................................169-008871
Ramona K. Brown, Dolton .................................................................169-001502
Tracie D. Byrd, Park Forest .................................................................169-002581
Billie Ray Chapple Jr., Chicago ..........................................................169-001799
Katrina L. Ivory, Chicago .................................................................169-015212
Candice L McLurkin, Calumet City ....................................................169-003623
Pamla L. Northern, Rockford ..............................................................169-003426
Calliza Y. Smith, Decatur .................................................................169-003317
Daniella M. Spilotro, Chicago ............................................................169-006352
Dawn M. Sprague, Granite City ..........................................................169-009562
Dannie L. Tucker, Harvey .................................................................169-014312

DENTAL

Christian Foltys, Orland Park – dentist license (019-021119) placed on indefinite probation and fined $1,000, and controlled substance license indefinitely suspended, for non-therapeutically prescribing excessive amounts of controlled substances to ten patients, failing to keep adequate records of treatment as well as adequate records of controlled substance prescribing, failing to prepare proper treatment plans and keep appropriate diagnostic records for two patients, unprofessional conduct towards a patient, and addiction to anabolic and androgenic steroids.

Mark Gamalinda, Chicago – dentist license (019-020658) placed on probation for one year for allegedly overdiagnosing a patient’s condition. Dr. Gamalinda diagnosed the patient as needing five root canals, seven crowns, 30 cavities and a mouthguard.

Kenneth Milan Kozik, Chicago – dentist license (019-016757) reprimanded and controlled substance license placed on probation for one year for failing to keep a proper dispensing log of controlled substances, failing to note dispensing of controlled substances in patient charts, and diverting some controlled substances for self-use to treat headaches.

Gustav Kozina, North Chicago – dentist license (019-012739) reprimanded and fined $1,000, and controlled substance license suspended for six months, for failing to properly supervise the ordering of controlled substances in his dental office, and failing to maintain proper purchase records and dispensing logs of controlled substances.

James Kuo, Chicago – dentist (019-017468) and controlled substance licenses reprimanded after purchasing wholesale anabolic steroids, a controlled substance, for personal use to treat a problem with his adrenal glands.

Howard Lichtenstein, Skokie – dentist license (019-018134) suspended for one month followed by indefinite probation after pleading guilty to criminal charges of indecent solicitation of a 15-year-old girl.

David Parke Maier, Collinsville – dentist license (019-015971) suspended for four weeks followed by indefinite probation and fined $7,500, and controlled substance license suspended for one year followed by indefinite probation, after pleading guilty to one count of defrauding the Illinois Department of Public Aid and after prescribing controlled substances for his own use.

William Mak, Lincolnwood – dentist license (019-022761) suspended for two weeks followed by probation for two years after pleading guilty to one count of possession of child pornography.

Errol S. Oztekin, Mt. Prospect – dentist license (019-022270) placed on probation for one year and fined $5,000, and controlled substance license suspended for five months, for prescribing and/or authorizing the increased dosage of medications to patients at his father’s weight loss clinic after identifying himself as Dr. Oztekin without informing patients he was a dentist and not a medical doctor.
Jasper Robinson Jr., Homewood – dentist license (019-016335) restored and placed on probation for one year.

Samuel Jon Wilson, Carol Stream – dentist license (019-012279) reprimanded for failing to properly diagnose a fractured jaw and retained roots post-operatively, and failing to refer the patient to a specialist for treatment.

Olga Yarigina, Chicago – dentist license (019-024303) reprimanded and fined $5,000 for failing to keep thorough patient treatment records for more than one patient.

DETECTIVE, ALARM, SECURITY AND LOCKSMITH

Guy Anderson, Park Ridge – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a locksmith and pay a civil penalty of $5,000.

Robert Arbell, Warrenville – private alarm contractor license (124-001364) placed on probation for two years and fined $15,000 for employee registration violations while he was licensee-in-charge of Simplex Time Recorder Company.

Attack K-9, Chicago – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a private security contractor agency.

Jerome Brown, Chicago – permanent employee registration card (129-055793) restored and placed on probation for one year.


Jason Henderson and Associates Ltd., Chicago – private security contractor agency (122-000633) revoked and fined $120,000 for submitting false and fraudulent firearm requalification certificates for over 500 armed employees, employing individuals who did not have active permanent employee registration cards or pending applications, employing individuals as armed guards who did not have firearm authorization cards, and failing to return firearm authorization cards to the Department when employees were terminated.

Robert C. Nicholson, Chicago – permanent employee registration card (129-149072) indefinitely suspended until he has presented written proof that he has returned all property belonging to J K Guardian Security Services, Inc.

Robert Romanik, Belleville – private detective license (115-000843) revoked due to criminal conviction of conspiracy to commit bank fraud.
Simplex Time Recorder Company, Lombard – private alarm contractor agency (127-000360) placed on probation for two years and fined $35,000 for employee registration violations.

Willie Simpson Jr., University Park – permanent employee registration card (129-169373) revoked and fined $10,000 for operating a branch office without a license or supervision, applying for a name change without the authority of the agency owner, employing 12 individuals who did not have a permanent employee registration cards or pending applications, and employing one armed individual who did not have a firearm authorization card.

T Force Security Inc., Chicago – private security contractor agency license (122-000018) revoked and fined $120,000 for employing individuals who did not have active permanent employee registration cards or pending applications, employing individuals as armed guards who did not have firearm authorization cards, failing to have armed employees requalify on a firing range every two years, and failing to return 233 firearm authorization cards to the Department when the agency ceased operations.

James Ward, Chicago – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a private security contractor.

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were revoked for failing to report their work-related criminal indictments to the Department:

Ronald Lye, Aurora .................................................................129-130759
Michael Pianovski, Aurora ....................................................129-129758

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for one year due to criminal conviction histories:

Tommy Bailey, Dolton.................................................................129-256326
Terry Brendle, Robinson............................................................129-256796
Senais Edwards, Waukegan......................................................129-256809
Paul Kerr, Evanston.................................................................129-256811
Michael Oherron, South Elgin...................................................129-256786
Carol Pipkin, Decatur...............................................................129-256870
Kenneth Sullivan, Schaumburg ..............................................129-256331
Reginald L. Tolbert, South Holland.........................................129-255780
Henry Vaughn, Chicago...........................................................129-256779
Allen D. Wilson, Sparta............................................................129-256795

-more-
The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for two years due to criminal conviction histories:

Mark Anderson, Gibson City .................................................................129-256957
William Kidd, Chicago .......................................................................129-256333
Julio Sanchez, Chicago ........................................................................129-256815
Percy Trotter, Chicago .........................................................................129-256808
Hashim Waite, Chicago .........................................................................129-256329
Barry White, Markham .........................................................................129-256784

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for three years due to criminal conviction histories:

Jerome Anderson, Chicago .....................................................................129-256814
Dorothy Mae Bouyer, Chicago .................................................................not yet issued
Eric Hill, Chicago ..................................................................................129-256332
Victor Johnson, Melrose Park .................................................................129-256335
Milton O’Neal Jr., Griffin, IN .................................................................129-256328

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for one year for failing to disclose criminal conviction histories:

James McCain, Chicago ...........................................................................129-256777

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for two years for failing to disclose criminal conviction histories:

Kevin Attkisson, Louisville, KY ..............................................................129-256789
Lionel Pierre, Chicago ............................................................................129-256783
Stephanie Smith, Chicago .................................................................129-256812

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for three years for failing to disclose criminal conviction histories:

Clayton Allison, Champaign .................................................................129-256871
Demetrius Arteaga, Chicago .................................................................129-256816
Gerardo Dominquez, Chicago .................................................................129-256788
Jane Garmon, Springfield .................................................................129-256868
Shannon Johnson, Chicago .................................................................129-256817
David L. Keller, Danville .................................................................129-256869
The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were indefinitely suspended for violating the terms and conditions of previously ordered probations:

Christopher Al-Sallal, Chicago .............................................................129-244173
Sammuel Austin, Chicago ................................................................129-241542
Linda Barfield, Chicago ..................................................................129-235175
Elenzia Booker, Chicago ..................................................................129-247646
William Busking, Tinley Park ..........................................................129-238258
Delwin Butler, Chicago ..................................................................129-247647
Robert Cottle, Chicago ....................................................................129-239807
Joseph Cox, Chicago .....................................................................129-240686
Donald Davis, Blue Island ................................................................129-242519
Felix Fabre, Chicago .......................................................................129-240702
Joseph Fontana, Carpentersville .......................................................129-246794
Marbella Franco, Cicero ..................................................................129-243417
Palestine Fullilove, Chicago ..............................................................129-238254
Almond Galloway, Calumet City .........................................................129-237356
Jami Garwood, Colona ....................................................................129-248959
Robert L. Hampton, South Holland .....................................................129-235177
Helen Jackson, Chicago ................................................................129-242197
Edward Jett, Chicago .....................................................................129-243462
Jermaine Johnson, Chicago ...............................................................129-239147
Anthony Napoleon, Roseland ..............................................................129-116671
Thomas Noble, Waukegan .................................................................129-249923
Jerry Redmond, Chicago ................................................................129-240679
Jaime Rimmer, Joliet .......................................................................129-195989
Muhamet Sefovic, Chicago .................................................................129-239796
Anthony Sowinski, Lockport ..............................................................129-238261
Charles Tinner, Chicago ................................................................129-034125
William Tockes, Peoria Heights .........................................................129-241537
Bryce True, Chicago .......................................................................129-243464
Richard Turnbull, Washington ...........................................................129-241535
John Vanko, Carpentersville ...............................................................129-238256
James Vontayes, Chicago .......................................................... 129-249372
Terrie Wesson, Chicago .......................................................... 129-248931
Fredrick R. Whitney, Rockford .................................................. 129-248930
Bobby Wright, Chicago .............................................................. 129-244176
Andriy Yuhan, Elmwood Park ..................................................... 129-249377

FUNERAL DIRECTORS & EMBALMERS

Delmar M. Algee, Carbondale – funeral director and embalmer license (034-011368) indefinitely suspended for selling pre-arranged funerals within being properly licensed under the Funeral and Burial Funds Act.

Fabian Warren, Decatur – funeral director and embalmer license (034-014850) revoked for failing to file death certificates, forging names on insurance policies, and failing to bury a portion of a human skull.

MEDICAL

Santosh Chand a/k/a Santosh Kumari, Fairview Heights – physician and surgeon license (036-062976) placed on indefinite probation for allegedly engaging in a pattern of practice demonstrating incompetence as a physician specializing in obstetrics and alleged unprofessional conduct. Dr. Chand also agreed to not engage in any obstetric practice, including but not limited to post and prenatal care.

Sandeep Choudhary, Chicago – temporary physician and surgeon license (125-042163) indefinitely suspended for self-administering controlled substances for other than medically accepted therapeutic purposes.

Charles C. Cook, Davenport, IA – physician and surgeon license (036-077808) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Arkansas.

Kathleen K. Cordes, Springfield – physician and surgeon license (036-072967) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Oregon.

Dalmacio Cusi, Chicago – physician and surgeon license (036-054622) reprimanded and placed on probation for one year after violating the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation.
Venkatesan Deenadayalu a/k/a Deen Venkatesan, Naperville – physician and surgeon license (036-098250) indefinitely suspended after being found guilty of one count of sexual assault and one count of battery, both misdemeanors.

Joseph P. DiBenedetto, Bowling Green, KY – physician and surgeon license (036-064688) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Kentucky.

Kevin E. Donka, Palatine – chiropractor license (038-006128) reprimanded and fined $2,825 for practicing on a non-renewed license.


Sam Giarratano, Western Springs – chiropractor license (038-003700) restored and placed on indefinite probation. Dr. Giarratano may not practice as a chiropractor until he has taken and passed a special purpose examination for chiropractors.

Danial A. Hopkins, Southfield, MI – physician and surgeon license (036-082265) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Michigan.

David Judge, Belleville – physician and surgeon license (036-084423) placed on probation for two years for gross negligence and unprofessional conduct in misdiagnosing a patient’s pathology slides as being free of cancer.

Wayne Kelly, Decatur – physician and surgeon license (036-078457) reprimanded for prescribing medication for a family member who was not a patient and failing to maintain a proper controlled substance log.

Woo Young Kim, Sterling – medical license (036-055407) fined $250 and controlled substance license indefinitely suspended for failing to comply with the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation. The suspension will not be enforced for a period of 90 days, during which time the controlled substance license shall remain on probation, to allow Dr. Kim time to provide sufficient proof that he completed at least half of the required remedial medical education hours. If the physician complies, his controlled substance license will remain on indefinite probation.

Christ Pete Koulis, Wilmette – physician and surgeon license (036-087150) indefinitely suspended after his clinical privileges were suspended at a hospital in Tennessee for entering into a romantic relationship with two patients.

Raymond S. Koziol, Wauwatusa, WI – physician and surgeon license (036-081449) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Wisconsin.

Jose Pablo Libunao III, Anaheim, CA – physician and surgeon license (036-064995) reprimanded after being disciplined in Pennsylvania and California.
William J. Mauer, Arlington Heights – upon remand by the Circuit Court of Cook County, Mauer’s medical (036-035104) and controlled substance licenses revoked and fined $15,000 for allowing an unlicensed individual to perform medical tasks, gross negligence in the treatment of a patient, and practicing on a non-renewed license for nearly seven months.

Ismail Oztekin, Mt. Prospect – physician and surgeon license (036-039740) placed on probation for one year for allegedly allowing unlicensed persons in his employ or under his supervision to make medical judgments and deliver medical advice to patients in his clinic.

Steven D. Pinkert, Miami, FL – physician and surgeon license (036-056313) restored and placed on indefinite probation. Dr. Pinkert may not practice medicine until he has taken and passed a special purpose examination for physicians.

Kenneth E. Robinson, Chicago – physician and surgeon license (036-073999) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Georgia.

Craig Rubin, Newark, DE and Plantation, FL – chiropractor license (038-007443) reprimanded and placed on indefinite probation for violating the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation.

Brian D. Sandridge, Orangeburg, SC – physician and surgeon license (036-085540) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Connecticut.

Eric Tanck, Sheboygan, WI – physician and surgeon license (036-081778) indefinitely suspended for violating the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation.

Seshagiri R. Vavilikolanu a/k/a Dr. Rao, Oak Brook – physician and surgeon license (036-070313) indefinitely suspended after being convicted of participating in a racketeering enterprise, a felony.

Raul Zavaleta, Aurora – chiropractor license (038-007552) placed on indefinite probation and fined $5,000 for practicing on a non-renewed license.

The following individuals’ chiropractor licenses were placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

John A. Cantu, Forest Park .................................................................038-006651
Rodney Keith Simmer, Rock Island..................................................038-007546

-more-
NURSING

Shamsideon F. Bakare, Chicago – registered nurse license (041-302980) placed on indefinite probation after testing positive for marijuana during a pre-employment drug screen by Jefferson Regional Medical Center in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and after being disciplined in Arkansas.

Tammy Chrisman, Normal – licensed practical nurse license (043-054555) reprimanded for failing to report to her supervisor or a physician that a co-worker phoned in false prescriptions for Loracet.

Lisa J. Dawson, Machesney Park – registered nurse license (041-282691) reprimanded for providing substandard care, delegating nursing functions to unlicensed persons and allowing nurse aides to assist residents in injecting insulin at Oakridge Manor in Rockford.

Janet Dotson, Chicago – registered nurse license (041-286805) indefinitely suspended for failing to notify a physician of the low pulse oximetry level of a patient that resulted in the death of the patient.

Joe Dunlap, Washington Park – licensed practical nurse license (043-083777) suspended for two weeks followed by probation for one year for failing to perform his duties during one night shift.

Joan Ellis, Aurora – registered nurse license (041-190946) indefinitely suspended for relapsing on Demerol after four years of sobriety and for diverting Demerol from her employer, Central DuPage Hospital.

Carolyn R. Ervin, Aurora – registered nurse license (041-238055) reprimanded for giving Roxanol and Ativan to a patient without a physician’s order and failing to return or properly dispose of Duragesic, Roxanol and Ativan following home visits.

Cherry P. Geluz, Evergreen Park – registered nurse license (041-286695) indefinitely suspended for employing unlicensed individuals to work as licensed practical nurses.

Heidi M. Goetsch, Wood Dale – registered nurse license (041-209761) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Louisiana.

Donna Olson Grigg, Ashley – registered nurse license (041-228801) revoked after being criminally convicted of inhaling Toulene while on supervision for retail theft.

Karen T. Gustafson, Grand Blanc, MI – advanced practice nurse license (209-004393) issued and suspended for one day after being disciplined in Michigan.

Mary R. Handley, Moline – registered nurse license (041-239456) suspended for 30 days followed by probation for three years for diverting Vicodin and Darvocet from St. Anthony’s Care Center in Rock Island.

-more-
Heather Hinkle, Paris – licensed practical nurse license (043-083422) indefinitely suspended for being mentally abusive to psychiatric residents at Lynncrest Manor by telling a resident she was on a placebo and telling another resident he would become a drug addict by taking all his prescribed medications.

Carol J. Holmes, Chicago – licensed practical nurse license (043-035934) indefinitely suspended for failing to pay Illinois income taxes for 1997 and failing to file Illinois income tax returns for 1995, 1998, 1999 and 2000. The suspension has been stayed for 90 days to allow Holmes to submit evidence that she is in compliance with her tax obligation.

Cynthia Justice, Eldorado – registered nurse license (041-255794) reprimanded for demonstrating unprofessional conduct by leaving a nursing care facility during her shift.

Jeanne Kinder, Urbana – registered nurse license (041-227140) reprimanded for diverting four Xanax tablets for her own use.

Naomi J. Knight, Bloomington – registered nurse license (041-256299) reprimanded for self-medicating with Vicodin for relief of osteoarthritis while at work.

Carla McGinnis, Effingham – registered nurse license (041-321445) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Arizona.

Annie Moore, Blue Island – registered nurse license (041-201509) indefinitely suspended for failing to pay Illinois income taxes for 1997 and 1999 and failing to file Illinois income tax returns for 1995. The suspension has been stayed for 90 days to allow Moore to submit evidence that she is in compliance with her tax obligation.

Deborah J. Oberg, Villa Grove – registered nurse license (041-266802) placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

Marilyn J. Rantala, Springfield – registered nurse license (041-330647) issued and placed on indefinite probation after being disciplined in Minnesota.

Yvette Saunders, Chicago – ordered to pay a civil penalty of $5,000 for practicing as a nurse without a license.

Brian Schmitz, Lake Bluff – registered nurse license (041-269557) suspended for seven days followed by probation for three years for diverting Fentanyl.

Lourdine M. Sochor, Downers Grove – registered nurse license (041-234511) reprimanded after admitting the nametag she wore, which read “Surgical Practitioner” and was issued by her employer, could be misleading to patients and the public, leading them to think she was a physician. That nametag has since been changed.
Regina Brown Stephens, Dolton – registered nurse license (041-227397) indefinitely suspended for failing to pay Illinois income taxes for 1991, 1996 and 1998, and failing to file Illinois income tax returns for 1999 and 2000. The suspension has been stayed for 60 days to allow Stephens to submit evidence that she is in compliance with her tax obligation.

Yvonne Tobias, Chicago – registered nurse license (041-218838) restored and placed on probation for three years.

Triton College Associate Degree Nursing Program, River Grove – associate degree nursing program placed on probation after the annual pass rate of its graduates who first take the National Council License Exam for Registered Nurses fell below 75% for two consecutive years.

Carol Vandervort, Clinton – licensed practical nurse license (043-052938) reprimanded after she was terminated from John Warner Hospital for medication errors.

Elsie Watzlawick, Hampshire – registered nurse license (041-197480) reprimanded for being verbally and physically abusive to a resident at Genesis.

Annette Webb, Chicago – registered nurse license (041-243798) indefinitely suspended for failing to pay Illinois income taxes for 1990 and 1994, and failing to file Illinois income tax returns for 1991 and 1995 to 1999. The suspension has been stayed for 90 days to allow Webb to submit evidence that she is in compliance with her tax obligation.

Nancy Zinkel, Westmont – registered nurse license (041-230834) reprimanded for calling in unauthorized prescriptions for herself.

The following individuals’ licensed practical nurse licenses were indefinitely suspended for violating the terms and conditions of previously ordered probations:

Sheila Gallentine, Sterling .................................................................043-075955
Amy Majercin, Streator .................................................................043-081088
Thomas L. Miller, Rockford .............................................................043-079151

The following individuals’ registered nurse licenses were indefinitely suspended for violating the terms and conditions of previously ordered probations:

Ana Bornhoeft, Arlington Heights ..................................................041-230065
Susan Kowal, Elk Grove Village ..................................................041-241794
Ellen Joan Miller, Fox Lake .........................................................041-139489
Kevin Tanzie, Kankakee ..............................................................041-239796
Diana Louise Thompson, Grayslake ............................................041-138335
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NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR

Floyd Ray Wreath, Ashley – nursing home administrator license (044-001504) reprimanded after he was terminated from his nursing home administrator position at Brookside Manor for verbal abuse.

OPTOMETRY

Bong W. Chung d/b/a Dundee Vision, Northbrook – ordered to pay a civil penalty of $3,000 for selling contact lenses without being licensed as an optometrist and without a valid prescription from a licensed optometrist.

PHARMACY

Michael J. Budde, Columbia – pharmacist license (051-028719) restored and placed on probation for five years.

Jacqueline A. Justice, Hometown – pharmacist license (051-037020) placed on indefinite probation after testing positive for cocaine during a routine pre-employment drug screen.

Frederick S. McCall, Glenarm – pharmacist license (051-028364) indefinitely suspended after violating the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation.

Donald A. Ott, Wheeling – pharmacist restoration candidate granted approval to take the National Pharmacist Licensing Examination and the Multistate Pharmacy Jurisprudence Examination after being out of the practice of pharmacy for approximately 16 years. Upon successful completion of the exams, Ott’s pharmacist license (051-033651) will be restored and placed on probation for one year.

Bhalchandra Shah, Bloomingdale – pharmacist license (051-033015) restored and placed on probation for two years.

James Terrill Wilmes, Bloomingdale – pharmacist license (051-031848) placed on probation for five years for diverting controlled substances from his pharmacy employer for self-use.

The following individuals’ pharmacy technician licenses were placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

Lakeisha Danyelle Green, Chicago ..........................................................049-124104
Penny L. Orr, Wyoming ..............................................................................049-126376
PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS

Phillip J. Ladd, Princeton – clinical professional counselor license (180-003305) placed on probation for two years for engaging in a dual relationship with two female subordinates by writing personal letters, exchanging personal cards and gifts with them.

PSYCHOLOGY

Robert C. Casas, Glenview – clinical psychologist license (071-003701) indefinitely suspended for assaulting his father, a physician, after the father refused to write him a prescription, then proceeding to his home where he was involved in a standoff with police, and for voluntarily entering a full-time treatment program.

Matthew Galloucis, Mt. Prospect – clinical psychologist license (071-005449) placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

Robert R. Newsome, Palos Heights – clinical psychologist license (071-002844) suspended for 45 days followed by probation for one year and fined $2,000 for unprofessional conduct.

RESPIRATORY CARE

Glynn E. Stamper, Springfield – respiratory care practitioner license (194-002328) indefinitely suspended after being discharged from employment at St. John’s Hospital for changing a patient’s physician orders unilaterally and without consulting with the physician.

ROOFING CONTRACTORS

John M. Laffey d/b/a J & M Roofing and Gutter Co., Chicago – roofing contractor license (104-003894) revoked for failing to complete a roofing job after being paid in full.

The following roofing contractor licenses were revoked for failing to complete roofing jobs after having been paid deposits:

Peter R. Gauger, Naperville .................................................................104-009422
Residential Roofing, Tuscola .................................................................104-009518

VETERINARY MEDICINE

Douglas A. Anderson, Davenport, IA – veterinarian license (090-007437) placed on indefinite probation after being disciplined in Iowa due to habitual intoxication and allegedly acting in an unprofessional manner when treating two horses due to his alcohol abuse.
Ray Cataldi, Round Lake – ordered to pay a civil penalty of $250 for practicing veterinary medicine without a license by cropping the ears of dogs.

Sandra Costin, Neponset – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a veterinarian.

Michele C. Gaspar, Crete – veterinarian license (090-007229) reprimanded for failing to maintain adequate records regarding the treatment of two cats.

Duane E. Huwe, East Peoria – veterinarian license (090-002262) reprimanded and fined $2,500 for operating a business, Petmed.com, that filled prescriptions and dispensed pharmaceuticals without being properly licensed as a pharmacy.

# # #